Experimental studies have been made on the relative transmission of positrons and negatrons in the energy range 50-750 kev through aluminum and platinum windows of an end-window-type G-M counter. In qualitative agreement with the theoretical predictions that more scattering takes place in material having higher atomic number, a platinum foil having the same surface density as a corresponding aluminum foil shows lower relative transmission at any given energy even though the low energy cutoffs of the two windows are just about the same. Also in qualitative agreement with theory, a hrgcr percentage of positrons than negatrons are transmitted at any given energy for the same platinum foil. Theoretical transmission curves, with an empirically determined constant, have been developed. These curves are in relatively good agreement with the experimental curves.
I. INTRODUCTION
FROM the point of view of the beta-ray spectroscopist studying nuclear beta-and gamma-ray spectra, a Geiger-Miiller counter window introduces experimental distortions in the magnitudes and shapes of low energy spectra. In practice, methods have been devised either for the measurement of the transmission coefficient of the counter window in order to correct for this effect, or, attempts have been made to eliminate the counter window entirely. 4 From a more fundamental aspect, however, the problem is actually a form of the general problem of the passage of electrons through matter which has been a subject of much study since the first discovery of cathode rays ard which has re- cently been investigated intensively*"" 10 in the range of energies considered in this paper. If attacked from this point of view, the transmission coefficient ij Oi a G-M counter window foil may be considered as consisting of two parts which we shall c-11 ij* and m-The quantity IJK is a measure of the amount of elastic scattering of the electrons within the foil. The elastic scattering is important, since some of the electrons do not pass completely through the foil and get into the sensitive region of the G-M counter because they are scattered through too large an angle to enter this region. The second quantity •;/ is a measure of the inelastic scattering between the passing electron and the atoms of the foil; such inelastic scattering may lead to the actual stopping of the electron within the foil. The total coefficient is the product of these two parts (ji-^svt)-Actually, of course, these two quantities are not entirely statistically independent one from the other, but handling them as separate entities appears valid in first approximation and leads to reasonably good results.
II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The measurements made in the current experiments on the relative transmission of negatrons and positrons through various aluminum and platinum G-M counter windows are indicated in Figs. 1 through 5. These represent seven sets of data, since two of the figures give results for both positrons and negatrons for the same window. The solid lines represent a type of theoretical curve which will be discussed in the next section.
The experimental measurements were performed on the lens spectrometer previously used 3 for this purpose. However, the experimental data presented here were not obtained by means of the acceleration technique* but were obtained through a comparison method. Since all aluminum and platinum windows used for the cur- 
rent experiment are relatively thick, as G-M counter windows go, a thin Zapon window will transmit, within experimental error, 100 percent cf the beta-particles at the energies under consideration. For this reason one can obtain spectra for the negatrons (Ag 110 ) and for the positrons (Cu 81 ) using a thin Zapon window and, by comparison with the spectra obtained using the thicker metallic windows, calculate a relative transmission curve for these thicker windows. This method could be applied quite simply to the Ag 110 negatron source since its long half-life allowed the same source to bft used for all measurements (with appropriate decay corrections). However, the short half-life of the Cu' 1 positron source forced the preparation of a new source for each set of data. The preparation of a Cu" source has been, however, so standardized that it was possible to prepare two or more such sources almost identical one with the other. Corrections were made for small variation?, in the intensity of the different sources through comparison of the sources with a standard long-lived scarce under conditions of a standardized geometry.
When it can be applied and when measurements must be made on a number of different sources, the comparison method requires less expenditure of time than does the acceleration technique. However, slight discrepancies between the two techniques still appear in the energy region just above the wjndow cutoff,
III. THE ELASTIC TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT ij«
Monoenergetic electrons entering a foil may be elastically scattered through any (total) angle, depending upon the number of individual collisions between them and the atoms of foil and upon the angles of scattering in 'hese collisions. The distribution of the electrons upon leaving the foil will be some function P(B) of the (total) spatial angle of multiple scattering $. The form of this function will depend upon the geometrical thickness Lo, the number density of the atoms in the foil N/V, the type of foil material (atomic number Z), the kinetic energy of the incident electrons E, and the polarity of the electron charge (negatrons, where 0 mtx is the maximum (total) angle through which an electron may be scattered by the G-M counter window foil and still enter the sensitive region of the G-M counter. For ease in calculation we shall normalize P{9) in the interval O<0<oo, even though physically O<0<T, since the form of P(0) which we shall use is small for v<0< *>.
In the present paper we will not attempt to derive the actual form of P(6) from basic theoretical considerations. However, we will show that the crude assumption of a decreasing exponential function of 6 for the scattering probability per unit solid angle will lead to results for iji? which can be brought into approximate agreement with the experimental observations. Such a normalized function is
the choice of this function being initially justified on the basis that it is a simple function which at least roughly resembles the spatial distribution associated with the projected "Gaussian" plus "tail" distribution which has been used in most "small angle" multiple scattering theories. From Eqs.
(1) and (2) one then obtains ijs=l-{ exp(-a0 n ,")}{l-ra0 ma ,.) ) with a determined via the mean square angle of multiple scattering by
There then remains only one arbitrary constant within the equation for »JK, namely, 0 max ; for our counter ge- The mean square angle of multiple scattering can now be found (in the "small angle" approximation) from an expression involving the single scattering probability distribution through an angle 4>. u Using, in addition, in this expression a "spin orbit correction" factor y(<t>), 11 we obtain a formula for the mean square angle of multiple scattering,
Here the foil contains NL 0 /V atoms per unit area; p and t>=/3c are, respectively, the momentum and velocity of the incident electron; «mia={1.14«kvJV137^}{1.13+3.76(ZZ'/137^) s }», and for small angles, 7 (*) = I-j3» (;)
Actually, for large Z, higher powers of ZZ'/137 than the first contribute to y(</>), but these contributions are relatively unimportant at the rather small <t > which make the major contribution 1 * to {(P). Fig. 1 for explanation. The theoretical transmission coefficient designated by the symbol ij + is the one determined for positrons and that designated by the symbol »j_ is the one determined for negatrons.
IV. THE INELASTIC TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT n,
The inelastic transmission coefficient is determined by the number of electrons which are stopped in the foil. Physically known quantities make it easier to calculate the numbe-of electrons which are stopped rather than the number which penetrate the foil. Therefoic it seems appropriate to define a quantity Jja= 1 -»;/ which represents the probability that an electron is stopped in the foil.
If an electron possessing a fairly high kinetic energy enters a piece of material having semi-infinite extent, it will continue to move until it has beer. roJbbed of essentially all its kinetic energy as a consequence of inelastic collisions involving the ionization and excitation of the atoms of the material. The total distance X (effective path length) which the electron travels before stopping will not be the same in all individual cases but will instead be distributed according to a probability function Ps(X) which is in first approximation Gaussian:
Here y=X-R, (X)=R is the range of the electron within the material, and (y 1 ), the mean square range straggling, is in first approximation,
where E is the kinetic energy of the incident electron and / is the average ionization energy (we use 13.6Z ev for this energy). The actual small difference between the R and the (y) values for (nonrclativistic) negatrons and for (nonrclativistic) positrons of a given energy is neglected. We then have
"G. Moliere, Z. Naturforsch. 2a, 133 (1947) ; 3a, 78 (1048); S. Olbert, Phys. Rev. 87, 319 (1952) .
11 W. A. McKir.ley and H. Feshbach, Phys. Rev. 74, 1759 (1948); H. Feshbaoh, Phys. Rev. 88, 295 (1952) . 13 We neglect the contribution to (fl* x for values of <t > between T/2 and ic. In this region both the Rutherford factor in Eq. (5) and the spin orbit correction factor are not accurately given by our very approximate expressions, but we may nevertheless estimate that the net contribution from this region in. the integration over ihe correct single scattering distribution is small compared to the net contribution of '.he region between 0 = 0 and 9= T/2. where L is the effective path length of an electron "See, for example, H. VV. Lewis, Phys. Rev. 85, 20 (1952) . Justification for the use of Lewis' theory of range arid of range straggling for a nonrelativistic charged particle (ncgatron or positron) is based upon ihe fact that 17; affects only the lower energy portion of the transmission curve (see Fig. 1 ). For higher relativistic electron energies vi is approximately unity and the transmission curve is determined solely from TJ/.;.
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TRANSMISSION OF ELECTRONS traversing the foil. Using the results of Yang," one has roughly, L=(l+(^)/4)Lo; also, the second integral [in the last form of Eq. (7) The results of these calculations for tj/, as well as those for TJ* and the combined result TJ=TJ*T|/, are shown for the 7.32-mg/cm* aluminum window in Fig. 1 . Other graphs for the remaining windows show only the final theoretical result Tj=ti*rjf.
V. DISCUSSION
It will be noted that ((f) plays a very important role in the present work, since it is instrumental in the determination of both TJK and TJ/. Because of this use of the "scattering" approach to the problem of window transmission, it is valid to compare our results with those made through the study of the scattering by various materials of electrons in the energy range considered here (from about 30 kev to a few Mev). Qualitatively the results agree.
Our results show that, in a high Z material-platinum, at a given energy, the transmission coefficient for positrons is greater than for negatrons; in agreement with the observations 6-7 that there is a greater single scattering of negatrons than positrons at high Z. In addition, for a given foil surface density, the transmission coefficient for aluminum is greater than for platinum, in agreement with the observations 7 -8 that the amount of single scattering increases with larger atomic number of the scattering material.
For comparison of our distribution function [Eq. (2)] with the measurements of Hisdal 10 on the scattering of 0.5 Mev electrons in an Ilford G5 emulsion, we must transform our distribution for spatial angles into an equivalent form for projected angles. Such a transformation shows that the projected distribution is approximately proportional to exp( -a \ 01)[ | 0| + V«] where 0 is the projected scattering angle. Using the data for Ilford G5 emulsions, as given by Voyvodic and Pickup, 18 and the cell length given by Hisdal, to determine a, our distribution is in rough agreement with Hisdal's experimental results. As has already been mentioned, the distribution function for multiple elastic scattering used in the present calculations is of the same general shape in its "small angle" plane projected form as the more commonly used sum of a "Gaussian" plus "tail." Apart from this, possibly the only virtue of our distribution is its simplicity for numerical calculations. Considering this and the number of additional approximations which have been made in the determination of I)E and i)i, the theoretically determined curves for TJ are in not unsatisfactory agreement with the experimental observations.
These approximations, it will be recalled, are as follows: (a) the omission of any systematic treatment of the inelastic collision energy losses in the treatment of the multiple elastic scattering and the parallel omission of the effect of multiple elastic scattering in the treatment of the stopping probability due to inelastic collision ;" (b) the use of a crude "small angle" exponential approximation to the "Gaussian" plus "tail" "small angle" multiple scattering distribution in a physical situation where some of the angles of multiple scattering become quite appreciable; and (c) the use of very approximate expressions for the electron range and range straggling. In spite of these perhaps mutually compensating approximations, the agreement between theory and experiment seems to indicate that a future rigorous calculation of the transmission coefficient TJ should yield results not too different from those developed here. Reprinted from THK PHYSICAL REVIEW, Vol. 90, No. 5, 074-077, June 1, 1953 Printed in U, S. A. 
Pseudoscalar Interaction in the
with the Fermi function
and the correction factor
the interaction Hamiltonian for the iVth nucleon, Q\ the charge coordinate transformation operator for the .Yth nucleon, and 4> and <p, respectively, the electron and neutrino wavefunctions evaluated at the position of the .Vth nucleon; the sum *£.N i s t( > be extended over all nucleons; G., v .t.a. p are the scalar, vector, tensor, axial vector, and pseudoscalar coupling constants.
THEORY
The following procedure is adopted for the evaluat ion of the pseudoscalar transition matrix element, ME p =(J\Py>L p \i), and rearrangement then yields
where V is a perfectly general intemucleon potential energy operator and W i, W f .ire initial and final state energy eigenvalues. Evaluating the radial part R p of the lepton covariant L p at the nuclear boundary p wherever possible, transforms Eq. (6) into
But in a similar way,
whence, multiplying (S) by Rp],, and subtracting the result from (7),
The analysis thus leads, assuming sufficiently small velocity dependence in V, to the two sets of nuclear 
2C.G P -\
instead of the single matrix element, /fl/yv 12 An earlier and final states. Here, paper 3 deals with these expressions as applied to A7=0, (yes) transitions.
tip cu-r Ci 1/ ' »_i_ 1/_L V \ . ! , »v. »A. M. Smith, Phys Rev 82, 955 (1951) . ' Ahrens, Feenberg, and Primakoff, Phys. Rev. 87, 663 (1952) ; referred to as I. 1) to the general ME P is given by the independent particle model. In Eq. (11) \\ 2 ». 4 denote combinations of the one-nucleon potentials due to all five covariant interactions; 4 a' is Pauli's spin operator. Expanding in ascending powers of (W+K.+a 'VO^M, and dropping all but the first two terms, yields
XW-r.+ V,+ a'-V t ) x ,)dv, (11)
which, assuming again that the Vt,%\« are velocity independent, permits the derivation of the partially relativistic approximation to
in agreement with Eqs. (9) and (10).
APPLICATION OF THEORY TO PARITY CHANGE BETA-DECAY
The result of applying the above theory to parity change transitions is exhibited in Tables I and II 
the resulting J-K-I 2 , g K-r, and /_ K -"iXg-Kr-1 being obtained by using the expressions L, M, and /V, ,a or, if 4 From a generalized one-nucleon Dirac equation, (-«-p-/SM-0»',-lK. a) 4aV.
an(l,with^-(*').oneobtainsV,-K.
) i
V,"V P -V^; T,= I'/*" '-S'" (a) .
the order to which the latter are carried is insufficient, by using (a- 
+baZ(A', {•;.), :--a(\+ y T-p-y
where /I = **" 2 |r(7+; 
PLANE WAVE APPROXIMATION
As a check it is opportune to perform a plane wave treatment of the lepton covariant. Because of the simple structure of the individual terms within the exponential function of the plane wave, the evaluation of the radial part of the lepton covariant at the boundary of the nucleus would not be necessary if it were not for the particular property of the pseudoscalar interaction to possess in the Coulomb treatment two sets of nuclear matrix elements instead of one; therefore to obtain manifest agreement with the results of the Coulomb calculations the plane wave calculations must also employ relation (9) (without the last term). This was done and agreement achieved with the Z=0 limit of the expressions in Tables I and II THE angular correlation function for the cascaded gamma rays of 1.32 and 0.99 Mev in Ti 4 ' that follow the positron decay of V 4 * has previously been reported. 1 The measurement has since been repeated by two independent investigations,*'* results of which confirm the spin assignment 0-2-4 for the first three levels of Ti 4 '. In addition, negatron decay of Sc 4 * is found 4,1 to yield a third excited level in Ti 4 *, lying about 1.05 Mev higher than the second excited state. On comparing the gamma-ray spectra of Sc 4 ' and V 4 ' in a scintillation spectrometer we find, in agreement with Sterk et a/.,* that the 1-Mev peak is broader and has its maximum displaced to a slightly higher energy for the scandium than for the vanadium. This indicates the presence of an additional gamma ray in the scandium decay, of slightly higher energy than the 0.99-Mev quantum but too close to be resolved as a separate lint in the scintillation spectrometer. Measurement of the coincidence rate between the 1-Mev and 1.32-Mev peaks, with suitable normalization for single counting rates and use of an empirically determined correction for variation of scintillation counter efficiency with energy, has confirmed the result of Hamermcsh et ai.' that the 1.05-Mev line in the scandium The experiments of Peipcr* and Harvey,' using respectively d-p and p-p reactions to determine the nuclear energy levels in Ti", give further support for these results and fix the order of tbe gamma rays to be, in order of emission, 1.0S, 1.32, and 0.99 Me/. We have measured the angular correlation function between the first and third gamma rays. The experimental arrangement used was similar to that described in reference 1, except that Nal(Tl) scintill.itors and differential pulse height selectors were used in order to accept only pulses in the 1-Mev peak. Coincidence rates were determined with one of the pulse-height channels set below and then above the 1-Mev peak, in order to insure that the measured coincidence rate and corresponding angular correlation was not between "1-Mev" lines and the 1.32-Mev Compton distribution, the end point of which lies at 1.1 Mev. The points in Fig. 1 show the 0.99-1.05 Mev coincidence rate as a function of the angle. The data are in agreement with the distribution* W (B) = 1 + 0.102 Pt (cosf?)-f0.0091P, (cosfl), which holds when all three gamma rays are quadrupole and for spin assignments 0-2-4-6 for the ground state and first three excited states of Ti 48 . The same distribution is predicted for any
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order of the gamma rays; hence this is a case in which the first and third garnm?. ray correlation cannot determine the order of emission. Curves computed by use of the coefficients given by Arfken, Biedenharn, and Rose" arc shown for other possible values of spin for the third excited state. Kurath 9 has pointed out that in the shell model based on jj coupling and static central-force interactions betwetn nucleons, a nucleus such as »iSc*', with 1 proton and one neutron-hole in the l/ 7 .'» level, should have a ground-state spin of either the maximum possible value or one less than the maximum. The spins of the first four Ti 4 * levels, together with the allowed classification 10 of the ^.64-Mev beta dec.y of Sc 4 ' and the absence of higher energy groups, require that the Sc 4 ' ground-state spin he either 6 or 7, in full agreement with Kurath's prediction. The experimental evidence does not indicate which spin is the more likely.
On the basis of the polarization-direction correlation" between the 0.99-and 1.32-Mev photons, even parity is assigned to the first two excited levels in Ti ,a . Direct cvide.trc for the parity nf the 3.36-Mcv level is lacking, but in view of the allowed nature of the scandium beta decay and the probable shell-mode! assign ment of even parity to the Sc'* ground state, it is probably also even. The decay scheme of Sc 4 * consistent with all evident reported to date is shown in Fig. 2. 
I. INTRODUCTION
The proton-deuteron intoraotion has now been studied at ve.r3.ous energies from 250 Rev to*<10 Mev, including throe studies at approximately 5 &ev. " The present report contributes R. F. Taschek, Phys. Rev. 6l, 13 (1942) The p-d data were much "cleaner" than the d-p due particularly to the heavy neutron flux which is always associated with a cyclotron accelerating deuterons. During preliminary runs it was found that the oackground on the plates due to knock-on protons was heavy and would have complicated the scanning unnecessarily.
This was reduced to a few percent by surrounding the scattering chamber with a concrete fort 16 inches thick on the side facing the cyclotron and reinforced about the collimator with timber blocks,, ~4-Runs were made at several different exposures 30 as to give optimum track density over each range of angles to facilitate scanning. The method of scanning was tne seme as desou ed in reference 2. In cercain cases, however, e.g., d-p runs 5 and 6, for 9 < 30*, only short deuteron tracks were counted as these could be counted quickly. Counting long deuterons and protons was more tedious, requiring ideal exposure conditions, and was only considered worthwhile for run 7-
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The final values of seven rims are listed in Table I (p-d) and Table II show considerable scatter at 0 * 30° to 40°. This is due to the difficulty of counting accurately the short proton tracks, especially at 30". These tracks are only 7)1 in mean range and, alloying for straggling, some of the tracks are too short to be established with certainty, In run 4 che value at 30° is a lower limit. About 10 percent more "probables" were recorded and it sseac likely that others escaped notice altogetner.
Beyond about 160 the same trouble operates-Some short deuterons, especially at 0 :~ 168.6* and 172.9* 5 ' may be missed.
the ?~(i data which nave better statistics in this region would be expected to suffer from the 3ame cause bat seem to be rather higher, in value. Probably the curve begins to flatten off at or near 160 as predicted by the Buckingham, Hubbard, and Massey theory, but this region is difficult to study and the present; data are not conclusive beyond about 160 ,.
Moreover, where this error exists, multiple scattering losses will also be at their worse and due to the complicated "compensating" mechanism (see bee. VIII of reference 2} it is
•very difficult to estimate the consequences. 
